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   Beloved Students of Higher Truth, 

   In the eternal light of divine joy I am here to share with 

you for the next six weeks a series of teachings on advanced 
studies of the human aura. This series complements and 

completes the triune teaching on this subject as released 

previously by my holy brothers, the Ascended Masters Kuthumi 

and Djwal Kul. Each of them has eloquently discoursed with 

students of higher truth about the aura from many angles of 
awareness. Each has given specific keys and techniques for 

purifying, strengthening and expanding the aura. My purpose is 

to release to you an additional perspective that will benefit your 

spiritual path when received with an open heart and mind and 

put into play in your life through direct and focused practice and action. 



        Beloved heartfriends of old, I have communed  

with my gurus in preparation for this series,  

          namely the Elohim Hercules,  
the Lord Himalaya and... 



   ...the Great Divine Director—

masters of such holy radiance and 

divine eloquence as can barely be 
fathomed by the minds of mortal 

mankind. And yet I will attempt to 

convey their higher wisdom in 

words that I trust will edify and 

uplift, codifying their buddhic 
mindfulness in thoughtforms, 

imagery and heartstreams that will 

surely bring you more than a 

twinkle of mirth as together we 

engage in a new sacred adventure 
of Self-discovery. !"!#$%!&'(()*!!



    My purpose is also to help you refine your auras within 

the great crystal stream of light that is ever available to you 

from your Source through a direct and personal experience 
that I would classify as a cosmic darshan. For I will hold a 

flowfield of divine love, wisdom and power around each one 

who reads and studies this instruction so that you may more 

easily rise into the crystalline patterns of perfection that will 

whirl and swirl through your auras as your Higher Self 
opens the portal of your heart-mind connection to our 

realm. Here you will feel the scintillating frequencies of 

those celestial beings whose auras are vast and clear and 

who offer their attainment and gnosis to each aspiring 

adept. 



    As I begin this instruction, I urge you to take a few 

minutes before you read or listen to the worded releases to 

meditate in deep silence upon the beautiful aura of the Great 
Central Sun. Within the multidimensional spheres of this 

cosmic atmosphere of light in all of its wondrous gradations 

and holy essences you will find a portion of your own 

Selfhood and divine design. From this sacred space of love-

wisdom the teaching I present will already be known within 
you, for even as I access its verity and virya, so you, too, will 

know its glory and innate value for your soul. 



    “In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. 

And the earth was without form, and void, and darkness was 
upon the face of the deep.” So begins the book of Genesis of the 

Holy Bible. At this point of the Cosmo-Creation neither the 
“heaven” nor the “earth” shone with light or the radiance of 

what would manifest as the aura of the All. Into the darkness of 

the Mother void, the womb of cosmos, the Father impregnated 
the seed ideation of all that would manifest unto the eternal 

cycles of beingness in all universes. Yet until this seed took root 
and began to manifest as the spiritual and material dimensions of 

“the heaven” and “the earth” no auric light energies proceeded 

from them. Once the creation emerged from the cosmic void as 
life, this living energy field, as a specific divine radiance, 

expressed itself as the emanation of the vast cosmic aura. 



    This original creation was the Mindful thought of 

the Creator and all subsequent thoughts or ideations of 

created beings are reflections of this first cause or causal 
thought process of God. Thought is a ray of divine 

intelligence focused upon a specific purpose. Once it is 

released from the mind of its creator it is fulfilled and 

manifest according to the intensity (power and love 

geometrized) of its conception. Thus, all creativity issuing 
from the Divine One and his co-creative offspring have 

the impulses of divine wisdom, power and love embedded 

within it. 



    When the disciple accepts the responsibility to be a co-

creator with God in its totality, he or she enters into divine 

levels of beingness that are reflective of what the Elohim, 
the creators of the worlds upon which we evolve, know and 

experience. This understanding is cognized by all celestial 

beings, ascended masters and spiritual Sons and Daughters 

of God who have entered into oneness with the Creator 

through acceptance of their full divinity through the Law of 
Correspondence. This law allows for completeness and 

unity to occur because one’s aura is entrained with the aura 

of the whole through surrender to the One Will, the First 

Cause. 



     In the process of entering into this higher relationship 

of beingness in the Presence of God, the human aura 

becomes the divine aura. It is literally replaced with a new, 
solar radiance that is accommodated through the keying 

into a higher flowfield of light that is God’s great cosmic 

aura. The entire warp and woof of creation is God’s 

endowment of himself to his offspring. And the energy 

field of perfect beingness as the light of akashic resonance 
may be entered into, felt and accepted by every created and 

conscious being through the free will experience of 

identification with and acceptance of this divine radiance 

of God’s eternal beingness. 



    For every adept who understands the cyclings of the 

Eternal’s inbreath (unmanifest beingness within the cosmic 

void) and outbreath (manifest beingness within the comic 
ovoid or egg) co-creation is easy, natural and joyful. The 

co-creative life is the only true life for those who are one 

with God, for God is continuously re-creating the cosmos 

each moment within the Eternal Now. This is Elohimic 

living, even if the co-creative thoughts or ideations are 
seemingly manifest on less than a galactic or cosmic scale. 

In reality, all true co-creative work consecrated to the 

Divine One affects the entire cosmic web of life—at 

microcosmic and macrocosmic levels of life. 



    This new sense of divine 

responsibility and authority to create 

may seem both daunting and awesome to 
the initiate who is just beginning to enter 

into advanced levels of alchemical 

experimentation with the holy currents 

of love, wisdom and power. Yet each one 

is gently guided by the higher gurus and 
teachers of the divine sciences, those 

silent watchers and guardian spirits who 

hold the field of beingness and picture-

perfect Presence on a vast scale beyond 

the imagination of most of humanity. 



     For you who have purified, strengthened and expanded 
your auras through the daily devotions of meditation, prayer 
and various yogic exercises and practices, I have prepared a 
series of inner alchemical experiments to assist in raising the 
levels of your auric brilliance, reflective of your higher 
beingness. This will allow your creative work to be endowed 
with a greater divine harmony and luster, a greater spiritual 
radiance and grace. Some of these I will reveal to you in your 
finer body as you sleep at night during the six weeks of this 
course. Others I will share through the teachings that I will 
present outwardly. One and all, they will bring you the joy of 
buoyancy in God’s Presence as you consider your human aura 
as now melding and morphing into something more sublime 
and divine each day. 



    I am abiding at your side as you receive and assimilate the 

new cosmic impulses of auric light and solar heat from your 

Source. 
           Lovingly yours, El Morya. 
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    Forerunners of the New I AM Race, 

     To fully read, interpret and discern the intricacies of the ever-
changing flowfield of the human aura one must first understand the 
nature of Man as a being of light. The creation of Man as man and 
woman, male and female, in the image and likeness of the Father-
Mother God was an epic event within the ageless eons of cosmic time. 
Most men interpret from various scriptures that this process occurred 
almost instantaneously. However if you consider the miraculous 
nature of the structure and workings of man’s physical body—of the 
various systems, organs, tissues and cells—and of how they operate as 
a synchronistic and integrative whole with a level of perfection that 
even the most enlightened of human beings cannot duplicate within 
their own laboratories, you will realize that the creation of man and 
woman occurred through a process similar to your gestation within 
the womb. 



   In truth, Man was created by the Elohim in the  

 image and likeness of their own solar beings, who  

in turn were created in the image and likeness of solar systems, 
galaxies and universes untold, which were created in the image 

and likeness of the One. The gestation process of Man within 

the mind of Elohim may be likened to the great inbreath during 

which, through divine meditation, they cognized every aspect 

of Man’s being. The original creation of Man was at a much 
more refined level of beingness than what you observe today in 

your flesh bodies. Man was a spirit with an ethereal light body 

who lived at a frequency that would be invisible to your 

physical eyes today. 



    The aura of the manus of each lifewave that have 

incarnated upon Earth is expansive and indicative of the 

divine prototype that all Sons and Daughters of God were 
destined to outpicture in their free will life experience. 

And the original auras of each created man and woman 

shone with a divine clarity and crystalline sparkle that 

would dazzle you today. Truly all were gods in the highest 

sense, fully connected to their Source through the great 
heart-tie of conscious awareness of their innate divine 

nature. 



    It was only because of the fall of Man, his descent into 

the lower matter planes, that mankind’s life essence solidified 

into more dense bodies. These were clothed in the various 
veils of energy that you now call your four lower bodies. Your 

original, pristine aura remains inviolate within your Higher 

Self, your Solar Presence. Yet your human aura is a repository 

of the electronic essence of your cyclic experiences in time 

and space through all your incarnations in the world of form. 
As you know, this energy field speaks more clearly of who you 

really are in all domains of being than your physical 

appearance. 



    For Man to fully align his human aura with the starry 

light body that still vibrates above (or within) him, he 

must first recognize his divine origin and live again as a 
god-being. He must understand that within the original 

creation of his true being as written in Genesis he is 

evolving from the seed ideation of Elohim and never lose 

sight of this fact and of what it bodes in his divine 

destiny. 



    Evolutionary scientists of today look primarily at the 

physical, emotional and mental makeup of Man, ignoring 

his primary essence as a spiritual being. Although they may 
recognize that Man is developing more acute and even 

intuitive mental faculties the missing link of their 

understanding of Man’s true nature has itself woven a veil 

of darkness to obscure his pristine origin. Thus, the 

majority of the scientific thought of today ignores the 
subtle nature of Man, his aura and his higher electronic 

bodies. 



    It is true that in ages past after the fall of Man the 

genetic material of certain life forms were mixed with that 

of various animals loosely resembling your bodies and that 
a new type of hu-man now known as homo sapiens came 

into being. And it is therefore logical that from this 

perspective man in his current physical state evolved from 

the ape. Yet this does not erase the truth known for eons 

within the mystical teachings of the ages that Man was 
created and is not simply the result of a hypothetical 

evolutionary process. 



    Man must look to God for his inspiration, his light and 

his pure beingness. When he ignores the Creator and looks 

upon himself only as a byproduct of animal procreation he  

loses all sense of his infinite capacity to co-create as a true 

Son or Daughter of God. Studying the human aura from the 

context of what is possible and taking into account what the 
auras of the ascended masters, angelic choirs and cosmic 

beings look like, he can begin to equate with the higher 

worlds and develop his aura as God intended. 



     Man is being recreated day by day through his 

collective thought processes, the influences of his 

environment and by the activity of his consciousness as he 
experiences life There is a wide range of levels of awareness 

among men and women of today—some living more as 

animal than as Man and others living fully within their 

higher, Buddhic Nature. The earth is composed of a 

multitude of souls of various root races and evolutionary 
paths, yet all come from the same Source. Though most 

have lost their moorings in seeking to attain to the divine 

ideal of beings Sons and Daughters of God fully clothed in 

light as free spirits of the cosmos, the few maintain the 

connection with a higher reality that sustains the 
opportunity for all to evolve to their true estate. 



     As you attune to your pristine 
origin in the eye of God and visualize 
yourself living within his image and 
likeness, your aura is gently suffused 
with the more subtle qualities of his 
holiness, grace and love. The simple  
act of seeking to enter into this more 
refined level of living brings heaven’s 
muses to your side. Desire to live as 
God-free beings live who have 
progressed beyond the rounds of karma 
and rebirth sets into motion a dynamic 
process whereby an added layer of 
spiritual protection is yours, drawn into 
your being by that pure desire. 



     God desires for Man to explore his creation and to expand 
his awareness of all that has seen as good. Through what could 
be called this vicarious cooperative experience, the beingness of 
God is impressed more deeply into the matter planes and Man 
then brings the essence of beingness back to God as he reunites 
with him. From this perspective, the initiates of today have 
learned to put aside a focus on duality and live in the unity of 
God’s beingness, of God’s great aura of Presence. 

    Life is sweet for those who accept it through the joy of the 
Spirit’s work within! 

    I am Morya, leading the way for a more fruitful life for 
disciples of truth. 
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        Fragrant Ones whose Auras are Charged with  

          Solar Light, 

    The advancement of the race requires a closer and 

more intimate identification and communion with God.  

As you have witnessed with your inner sight the creation 

      of the cosmos and the creation of Man, I would    
       discourse on the importance of the aura  

                             of the Great Central Sun. 



    It is easier for Man to identify with God when he first 

looks to the sun of his own system as an example of a most 

selfless life-giving being whose radiance sustains all life on 
his world. What Man may also understand is how each of 

the nearly infinite numbers of suns within the billions of 

galaxies within the universe receive their life-sustaining 

frequencies from a greater being of light who is the Great 

Central Sun. This being is the closest symbol of what you 
can ideate or equate with as God, the Creator, the Source. 



    The aura of the Great Central Sun actually permeates 

the entire cosmic egg, though your science of today has not 

developed refined enough instruments to register or to 
measure the subtle energies emitted by it. Every created sun 

within all galaxies and solar systems is an offspring of the 

Great Central Sun and is nourished by its light, its love, its 

divine glory. And you, as a solar being in your essence, also 

receive a stepped-down level of the creative fires of God’s 
being, which sustains your life as a spirit. 



    When Man identifies with God’s 

great energy field, his cosmic aura, 

and begins to accept the greater 
impulses of its original frequencies of 

solar love, he may more easily evolve 

through the natural processes of life 

to become a solar being himself. For 

although all have a Higher Self, 
through a continual closer 

identification and acceptance of the 

beingness of God’s light within his 

own domain, Man merges into that 

solar essence more completely.  



    The aura of the Great Central Sun contains all of the 

life-giving frequencies that sustain all created life at all 

levels of awareness—from the tiniest microorganism to the 
most massive of suns and galaxies. Through divine 

intelligence, the Great Central Sun is able to feed the 

specific frequencies required by each created being that are 

essential to its life, regulating what is able to be received 

and assimilated by that one. The great suns at the center of 
the various solar systems receive a much more powerful 

conveyance of divine light-food in comparison with what 

the tiny creatures that exist deep within your earth are able 

to feed on. 



     Man in his true nature can live directly 
on the solar emanations from the sun of 
Helios and Vesta without any other external 
food source. For the sun as a great father-
mother is constantly feeding the beings of 
their children with their life-giving essences. 
As some of you have discovered, when you 
refine your lives and learn the science of 
solar gazing you will be amazed to realize 
that the cells of your being can actually be 
nourished more by the pure, divine food of 
the sun’s rays than what the dieticians of 
today teach. The lost science of solar living 
is coming to the fore and all will understand 
this dynamic and experience it in the 
Golden-Crystal Age of Aquarius. 



   What some have seen around the saints  

of East and West as a halo of light is the 

effect of their devotions and meditations 
wherein they were able to sustain a  

greater auric radiance around  

themselves by their oneness with God.  

In some cases, documentation exists  

that prove that these saints lived on  
either no or very little physical food.  

Their beings were literally charged with 

the auric light of their spiritual mentors 

and gurus who in turn were sustained  

by the energies of higher worlds through 
solar or light breathing. 



     In addition to being a cosmic emitter of light, the aura 
of the Great Central Sun also receives the impressions of 
all life evolving throughout the cosmic egg. The interplay of 
the emanations of Man’s awareness upon this aura is 
actually the recording of all that occurs upon the akashic 
field, which is a very subtle layer of God’s great aura. Thus 
you may understand how an action in your environment 
effects life throughout the cosmic web. Jesus said, 
“Inasmuch as ye did it to one of the least of these my 
brethren, ye did it to me.”! He understood his connection 
with his Source and of how he was able to feel the akashic 
effects of all people’s deeds because of his oneness with 
God’s aura. 



     To conceptualize your oneness with God, begin to 
meditate upon the great pulsating aura of his Presence 
throughout the cosmic egg and feel the subtle gradations of 
the light of love that is ever available to you as a son or 
daughter of God. Visualize a blazing sun before you and then 
allow it to engulf your aura with its light, warmth and 
nourishing energies. Accept that this is your true spiritual 
food that is rejuvenating your spirit, your mind, your 
emotional body and your physical cells with its radiance. 
Breathe in deeply the rays of light and allow them to 
penetrate you as you have felt the rays of the sun on a 
summer day warm your epidermis and then travel through all 
of the inner layers of your skin. 



    Now see this sun fully manifesting itself within your heart chakra 

until it expands to fill your chest cavity. Next see the same solar 

radiance at the center of each of  
your chakras, gently radiating out  

their life-giving energies through- 

out your entire aura. Feel your  

aura at an energetic level as one  

with your Solar Source and your  
God Presence in turn one with  

the Sun of Helios and Vesta.  

See the merging of all of these  

“Selves” into the One Presence of the Great Central Sun while 

you continue gently yet deeply breathing in and out, in and out. 



    Then say out loud with great joy as you continue to 
visualize this solar radiance: 

 I AM One, I AM One, I AM One with the Sun. 
I AM One, I AM One, with the Great Central Sun. 

   God is here in my heart. I AM One with God’s heart. 
Light expand through my heart. Love expand through 
my heart. 

   Let my aura be thine. Let my aura now shine. 
O, my God, I AM thine!  I AM truly divine! 

   We are One, we are One, we are One, we are One. 
We are One, we are One, in the Great Central Sun. 



     As your aura merges with the light of the Great Central 
Sun you can create a more permanent connection with God’s 
being that will allow you to live a life of joy, levity and 
creativity. From within this auric field every alchemical 
experiment, every conscious project, every dream and vision of 
a new reality for your world may more easily manifest and 
come to fruition. I recommend that you engage daily in this 
short ritual during the duration of our course in the Advanced 
Studies of the Human Aura, for it will also afford you a 
greater receptivity to the divine concepts that I will be sharing 
in my forthcoming releases. 

    I am yours in the fulfillment of your highest potential as a 
Solar Being, 
                                                                               El Morya 



      



El Morya 
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